
www.cargomaster.org

CargoMaster
The Stair Climber for Professionals

Ideen bewegen mehr

Made in Germany
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Our Cargo Products

CC160/CC200

C141/C141 VarioA142

A350

C400



CargoMaster A142
The stair climber for professionals

CargoMaster A350
The specialist for heavy loads

CargoMaster C141/C141 Vario 
The lightweight version

CargoMaster CC160/CC200
The newest generation of stair climber

CargoMaster C400
The powerful partner

The all-round transportation aid                  

Information
Climbing mechanism                  



Scope of delivery

Battery pack Charger

Important data at one glance

Technic CC160 CC200

Load capacity in kg 160 200

Climbing speed (steps/minute) 9-26 4-19

Capacity with one charge of the  15-30 15-30 
battery (floors, depending on the load) 

Total weight incl. batteries in kg 28,5 29,9

Height in mm 1065-1490 1065-1490

Width in mm 466 466

Depth in mm 290 290

Suitable for the transportation of loads

200 kg
up to

160 kg
up to

or

Lashing straps

CargoMaster



The newest generation of stair climber
The CC series is the newest development of stair climbers 
at AAT. Due to the numerous technical novelties such as 
the ComfortStep or the multi-level battery display, 
the CC series sets new standards concerning handling and 
ease of use.

The ComfortStep convinces by quietly and softly 
touching down on the step making it an indispensable aid 
for the transportation of even highly sen-sitive loads.

Durch die bewährte AAT-Bremse, die automatisch an der 
Treppenkante stoppt, wird die CC-Serie zum zuverlässigen 
Partner für jedes Transportproblem.

CargoMaster

Advantages that convince 

 � safe transportation of loads up to 200 kg

 � ComfortStep for easy and gentle climbing

 � Integrated, multi-levelled battery display

Accessories online



ComfortStep was designed for the stair climbers 
CC160 and CC200. Revolutionized the previous climbing 
cinematics of stair climbers.

Due to the extremely soft touch down on the next step even 
particularly sensitive goods can be transported comfortably 
and with low vibration.



ComfortStep is a standard feature and works in  
single step mode as well as in the continuous climbing mode.

For special challenges, there is a great variety of accessories 
to equip your CargoMaster optimally for individual tasks of 
transportation.



Important data at one glance

Load capacity in kg  350

Climbing speed (steps/minute) 4-10

Capacity with one charge of the battery, 200 kg: approx. 650 steps 
depending on the load 250 kg: approx. 540 steps 
 350 kg: approx. 330 steps

Total weight including batteries in kg 46 

Height |  Width | Depth in mm 1130

CargoMaster

350 kg
up to 

Charger Lashing straps Battery pack 

Scope of delivery

Suitable for the transportation of loads

Video

Climbing mechanism

Application



Your specialist for heavy loads
It easily transports loads up to 350 kg over stairs, the ideal 
transportation device for heavy stoves and boilers. With the 
adjustable toe plate you can manipulate the load’s centre of 
gravity so that the load is distributed equally. Safety brakes 
stop automatically at every step’s edge regardless of whe-
ther the stairs are made of wood, marble or metal.

The CargoMaster A350’s continuously adjustable climbing 
speed helps you to adjust to each situation individually. In 
addition, the CargoMaster A350 is equipped with a single 
step mode to adapt to particularly difficult transportation 
problems climbing upstairs and downstairs.

 

CargoMaster

Advantages that convince

 � Adjustment of the load’s centre of gravity due to 
the adjustable toe plate

 � Safe transportation of heavy loads up to 350 kg

 � Continuously adjustable climbing speed

Accessories online

A350



CargoMaster

Important data at one glance

Load capacity in kg  140

Climbing speed (steps/minute) 8-25

Capacity with one charge of the battery, 80 kg: approx. 1100 steps 
depending on the load 140 kg: approx. 720 steps

Total weight including batteries in kg 32 

Height |  Width |  Depth in mm 1120 |  580 |  470

Scope of delivery

Charger 

140 kg
up to 

Lashing straps Battery pack 

Suitable for the transportation of loads

Video

Climbing mechanism

Application



CargoMaster

A savvy solution for professionals

The washing machine needs to go to the 5th floor? 
There is no elevator? No problem with the manoeuvrable 
CargoMaster A142.

Developed for household appliances, the A142 transports 
everything up to 140 kg up and down, even on narrow and 
winding stairs. The user can adjust the A142 perfectly to 
his needs because of the height-adjustable handles. This 
makes transporting loads comfortable and easy.

The CargoMaster not only helps transporting loads up- and 
downstairs, but also loading and unloading delivery vans.

Advantages that convince:

 � particularly suitable for the transportation of 
household appliances

 � maintenance-free

 � puncture-proof tyres

Accessories online

A142



Important data at one glance

Device C141 

Load capacity in kg  140 

Climbing speed (steps/minute) 8-30 

Capacity with one charge of the battery 15-30  
(floors, depending on the load) 

Total weight including batteries in kg 26 

Height in mm 1380 

Width in mm 450 

Depth in mm 300 

140 kg
up to 

Charger Lashing straps Battery pack 

Scope of delivery

Suitable for the transportation of loads

Video

Climbing mechanism

Application



A clever solution for problems  
of transportation
The CargoMasters C141 / C141 Vario are particularly sui-
table in areas such as logistics and skilled crafts and trade 
when safe transportation as well as climbing speed and fle-
xibility are called for. 

With a lifting capacity of 140 kg, you manage up to 30 steps 
per minute. With the C141 Vario the grips can be adjusted 
in height and inclination with the advantage that this fle-
xible model can be adjusted to the user’s height.

It‘s safe climbing mechanism even works on winding stairs 
and the device can be used on almost any type of surface.

CargoMaster

Advantages that convince

 � Applicable on almost all types of stairs

 � Versatile, fast and manoeuvrable

 � Puncture-proof tyres

Accessories online

C141/C141 Vario



Important data at one glance

Load capacity in kg  400

Climbing speed (steps/minute) 3-8

Capacity with one charge of the battery 8-15  
(floors, depending on the load)

Batteries 2 x 12 V / 5,0 Ah 

Maximum lift height in mm 730

Maximum lowering depth in mm 130

Total empty weight including batteries in kg 84 

400 kg
up to 

Charger Lashing straps Battery pack 

Scope of delivery

Suitable for the transportation of loads

Video

Climbing mechanism

Application

C400



C400
Effortless transportation even of extre-
mely heavy loads
The CargoMaster C400 was designed for particularly heavy 
loads. With the C400 one person alone can transport loads 
up to 400 kg upstairs and downstairs as well as on level 
ground thus being your reliable partner.

The load’s centre of gravity can be optimally adjusted due 
to the electrically adaptable load fork; therefore, going up-
stairs and downstairs as well as driving on level ground is 
made easy. Even loading and unloading vehicles proves 
effortless with the help of the integrated lift.

 

CargoMaster

Advantages that convince 

 � Considerable relief for your staff

 � Electrically adjustable load fork to adjust the 
load’s centre of gravity

 � Integrated lift to load and unload

Accessories online



Important data at one glance

Maximum lifting capacity of a load 170 kg

Maximum lifting capacity of a person 160 kg

Climbing speed (step/minute)   8-23 continuously adjustable

Capacity with one charge of the battery 10-25 (floors, depending on the load)

Batteries 2 x 12 V / 5 Ah 

Maximum height of step     21 cm | 22,5 cm  extended

Total empty weight with batteries 35 kg

 � Loads

160 kg
up to 

170 kg
up to 

 �  Passengers

Charger Lashing straps Battery pack 

Scope of delivery

Suitable for the transportation of

Video

Climbing mechanism

Application



 
Problems of transportation solved  
quickly and efficiently
This versatile transportation aid can be used as a stair clim-
ber for people up to 160 kg, and for loads up to 170 kg.

Without tools and in next to no time the integrated seat can 
be removed and the Vario-max for people becomes a stair 
climber to transport loads.

The included seatbelt system, automatic safety brakes, and 
a single step mode grant a high degree of safety and user- 
friendliness. In addition, the Vario-max can also be used as 
a push wheelchair.

Advantages that convince

 � Can also be used as a push wheelchair

 � High manoeuvrability, even on very narrow stairs 

 � Single step mode

Accessories online



With intelligent accessories the CargoMaster can be 
adjusted to each individual problem of transportation.

Accessories



Climbing mechanism

C-System / CC-System

Climbing mechanism

The reliable climbing mechanism safely manages each step. It 
even conquers winding stairs and can be used on almost all types 
of surface. Steps’ edges are not damaged.

A-System 



CargoMaster Series —  
the stair climber for professionals
At AAT we design intelligent technology supporting and relieving 
you concerning problems of transportation.

Our knowledge and skill we derive from long experience which 
we invest into the development of innovative power systems and 
climbing aids.

The company AAT Alber Antriebstechnik is certified according to 
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008.

In the interest of progress we reserve the right 
for technical changes.

CargoMaster System coincides with
the European Guidelines 2006/42/ EG.
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Cargomaster online

AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH
Ehestetter Weg 11 · 72458 Albstadt
Tel.: 0 74 31.12 95-0 · Fax: 12 95-35
www.cargomaster.org · info@cargomaster.org


